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Political Notes

  There are a few topics left over from the
last newsletter that I
wanted to briefly com-
ment on.  First, during
my political adventure of
last year, I gained an
increased respect for our
political process.  I used
to think that our long,
drawn-out process of
electing a president (a
process taking well over a year) could be
greatly shortened.  I now see that this long
campaign process is an extremely important
exercise in organizational management for the
candidates.  What this process does is to re-
quire a candidate running for political office to
put together a campaign organization, raise
funds and wisely allocate these funds, and
deal with crisis management on a number of
fronts; these tasks are very similar to those
awaiting a newly elected president.  Thus the
process of running for president is not only a
presenting of that candidate’s views to the
voting public, but also a test of his or her capa-
bilities of picking quality personnel and run-
ning his/her campaign organization.

Much of Bill Clinton’s success can be traced
to the excellent campaign organization  that he
put together during the primary season and his
own personal efforts in managing this organi-

zation.  I think we
now see in these
early days of Bill
Clinton’s presiden-
cy that he is draw-
ing heavily on the
skills that he dem-
onstrated during the
electoral process.

One aspect of the political process that I
think could use some improvement is the or-
dering of the state primaries and caucuses.  I
fully support the launching of the electoral
process in a state with a small population (e.g.
New Hampshire), so that relatively unknown
candidates can have a chance to get their
views out to the people without having to rely
entirely on the media; otherwise, only candi-
dates with that are able to quickly raise a great
deal of funds would have a chance.  However,
it does not seem reasonable that the small
New England state of New Hampshire should
have such a dominant influence on our nation-
al politics every four years (recall that in 1988,
it was Bob Dole’s loss in New Hampshire,
largely crafted by New Hampshire Gov. John
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Sununu, that put George Bush on his way to
the Presidency).  I would suggest that the first
primary rotate between four or five regions of
the country, perhaps New Mexico, Idaho, Io-
wa, New Hampshire and Tennessee.

Finally, one last political note, I have ar-
gued in the past that one does not need to use
negative campaigning to win an election.
While I had originally planned to deal with this
topic in this newsletter, I think that Bill Clinton
has already demonstrated this point in the elec-
tion last year.  He showed that if one responds
quickly to negative campaigning with state-
ments of fact and if one quickly points to the
tactics being employed by the opponent, then
one can maintain the high ground and build
respect with the electorate.  George Bush lost
significant support during the last election due
to his negative campaigning, and was ultimate-
ly forced to drop this tactic due to Bill
Clinton’s positive strategy.

Intrinsic Differences in Intelli-
gence Between People

This is a topic that I have discussed with
many of you over the years.  I must admit,
before starting, that few people agree with the
hypothesis I put forward here, namely, that
there is no intrinsic (genetically based) differ-
ence in intelligence between people, nor is
there a very early imprinting period for infants
which sets their educational potential.  While
few of you may agree with me here, I think it
important that we think carefully about this
issue,  since our country appears to be moving

to update our education system to compete in
the new international economic environment,
and the issue of educational potential of differ-
ent individuals may have a direct bearing on
the individual rights of these same people.

First, let me be careful to define terms
since I’m sure that the way I have phrased the
hypothesis, namely that all people have equal
intelligence, must seem patently false.  Intelli-
gence is really a group of attributes that de-
scribes the mind of an individual, and these
attributes include speed, memory, creativity,
and logical capacity.  It is only the latter facul-
ty, that of logical capacity, that I claim is the
same for all people.  By logical capacity, I
mean the capability to understand a particular
concept.  In other words, I am claiming here
that all individuals have the capacity to under-
stand any particular logical thought or con-
cept.

My “proof” of this proposition is relative-
ly simple.  I claim that when ever we learn
anything new, we do no more that recombine
old concepts in a new way.  When we identify
a new idea D, in reality we have begun with
old idea A and old idea B and combined them
using some old concept C for combining
ideas; A,B and C are each notions that we
have already understood; D is the new idea
that results from the recombination of these
notions.  Thus, in terms of our understanding
of the relationship between facts (as opposed
to our knowledge of facts themselves, which
relates more to experience and memory), we
don’t ever really learn anything “new”, but
instead we learn to recombine our knowledge
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in new and novel fashions.  For instance,
when we “learn” multiplication, we are shown
that it is just a particular form of addition, and
when we “learn” the concept of a derivative in
calculus, we are led to this by considering the
slope of a line and then applying this idea to a
curve. 

As I am sure that I will criticized for using
two mathematical examples, let me choose
another example, recognizing that most
knowledge is far more complicated than math-
ematical knowledge and thus more difficult to
pose in terms of these simple examples.
Nonetheless, consider an exercise in analyzing
a novel such as the Magus, a favorite of mine:
in this novel, John Fowles sets forth the con-
cept of love  which is a free choice between
two individuals, and of God, all powerful and
all knowing but seemingly contradictory to a
free choice by these individuals. Fowles
makes the novel introduction of the direct
interaction between God and the individuals
in love, and looks to explore this interaction,
hoping to resolve the seeming logical contra-
diction between free will and God’s plan.
This leads to a wonderful concept Fowles calls
the God’s Game that I leave those of you that
have not read this book to explore.  This, in a
very different discipline, is again a form of
recombining knowledge to rise to a higher
plane.

Now, returning to the proof I gave for the
proposition above (A,B,C→ D ), I remind
those of you that may recall the Socratic dia-
log “The Meno” that the proof I gave above is
not novel.  In “The Meno”, Socrates argues

that “for seeking and learning are in fact noth-
ing but recollection.”  Socrates goes on, using
only questions, to show that even a young
slave boy, who knows nothing of geometric
theorems, can “recall” the Pythagorean theo-
rem.  Socrates’ argument is in essence the
same as I made in the paragraph above.

Now, how does this demonstrate that all
people have equal logical potential?  Well, let
us postulate that a particular individual cannot
understand a particular concept, Z.   Then
there must have been a previous concept W  or
X  or a method of combining these concepts Y
that this person also did not understand.  But,
of course, if this is the case, then there must
have been another earlier concept that was
also not understood.  This leads us back
through earlier knowledge (like V, U, T ...)
until we end at some primitive concept (say A
) that was originally not understood.

Thus, if there are concepts that some
people can understand and others can not, then
there must be very primitive concepts that
some people cannot understand.  But I claim
here that the set of primitive concepts that
people are born with must be the same.

What are these primitive concepts?  I have
written elsewhere that these concepts involve
the notions of equality, cause and effect,
mutually exclusive phenomena and logical
consistency.  However, the particular forms of
these primitive concepts are not relevant.  The
set of primitive concepts that we use to ulti-
mately build our knowledge base upon must
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be a set of universal concepts (in Chomsky’s
sense of a universal grammar); otherwise, we
would not be able to communicate with one
another, since we would not have a common
basis.  Furthermore, someone that did not have
one of these primitive concepts would imme-
diately be identified as learning disabled since
at the earliest stages of life, there would quick-
ly be many concepts that could not be under-
stood.  No evidence of this is apparently for
young children.

Now that is not to say that there are not
intrinsic differences between people in their
ability to come up with new ideas and new
combinations of thought.  It requires creativity
to see that old concepts can be recombined in
a new way to yield a new insight.  It seems
clear that some people are more creative than
others.  I only claim that once a new insight
has been found, that it can be taught to all
other people.

I think that this discussion here is particu-
larly relevant today as our country decides
how our educational system compares with
the educational system in other countries.  The
German and Japanese systems have, among
other differences between their educational
system and ours, the fundamental difference
that they strive to identify capable individuals
at a very young age (roughly 12 to 14) and
decide at that point who will be the profession-
als and who will be the trade workers.  In our
country, however, we do not force this deci-
sion to be made until much later.  As the argu-
ments presented above indicates, I’m not sure
that the intrinsic differences between people

justifies this approach nor do I feel that even if
differences in some aspects of intelligence
exists, that our educators can properly differ-
entiate between individuals of greater and
lesser ability at such a young age.

More likely, is we were to adopt an educa-
tional system like the German and Japanese
models, especially in a highly diverse country
like ours with a wide variety of educational
backgrounds, discrimination would result.
Given that the arguments I have given above
suggest that most or all of us are equally
“educatable” (albeit at different rates), early
decisions of who deserves higher education
and who does not, does not seem warranted in
our society.

On Aging

Some of you have asked about the re-
search work I am doing. The three principal
areas I am working in right now are glaucoma,
aging and chaos (a hot topic in mathematical
research these days).  My work in glaucoma
has actually yielded an exciting hypothesis
that may finally explain the cause of this dis-
ease (unexplained for over 100 years), but this
information must remain confidential at the
moment.  However, part of this hypothesis
relates to work I am doing on aging at the
moment, and perhaps some of you may be
interested in modern notions of what causes
the aging process and the rather novel hypoth-
esis this has led me to.

There are numerous theories as to why our
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body ages, but it is key to note that the aging
process cannot be localized to one part of the
body, to a particular organ system or to one
cellular component: the entire body ages at
roughly the same rate (actually the brain may
be an exception and actually age slower than
the rest of the body). The problem with most
aging theories is that they lead to predictions
that a particular part of the body should be the
first affected by the aging phenomenon.  In-
cluded in theories having this problem are
progressive immune system failure, cross-
linking of proteins throughout the body, dam-
age due to free-radical (highly reactive species
usually formed by oxygen or sun light), or a
limitation on the cellular or genetic replication
number.

A theory that adequately explains aging
must have as its foremost requirement that it
explains the uniformity of aging throughout
the body.  A theory that I have increasingly
been drawn to is called the theory of “Late-
Acting Deleterious Genes” (first proposed by
Haldane, 1941 and Medawar, 1952).  This
novel theory proposes that senescence might
be due to the accumulation over time of the
random effects of deleterious genes whose
purpose was served earlier in life.  All active-
ly translated genes have a time-scale during
life in which they act: some act in embryo,
some during development, some during child-
rearing times, a special set apparently act
during menopause (the human is unique
among mammals in having the phenomenon
of menopause), and finally those that act dur-
ing old age.

Now is it highly unlikely that any genes
are particularly adapted to act preferentially
for old individuals.  This, of course, follows
because older individuals may die due to one
or another random causes, and thereby elimi-
nate the utility of such a late acting gene; only
genes that act early in life in a fashion promot-
ing survival will be successful in the fashion
first described by Darwin (survival of the
fittest).  While this seems obvious, one conse-
quence of this may not be, namely, that the
beneficial early acting genes may have delete-
rious late consequences.

Because some of these genes are opti-
mized to promote survival at an early age,
they are highly unlikely to be optimized at a
later age.  In fact, their effects at a later age
are likely to be random: some times neutral
(like the turning gray of hair) while others
more deleterious.  This phenomenon is not
localized to any one organ system but will be
occurring throughout the body.  Thus this
theory blames the aging process on the unto-
ward consequences of genes after their pur-
pose has been served.

I have recently found that this theory may
well be related to my own work.   A particular
compound of interest in the study of glaucoma
is hyaluronic acid, a long chain, highly nega-
tively charged polymer that is ubiquitous in
the extracellular space throughout your body.
This compound is highly hydrated and used to
maintain the high water content of our bodies.
I have postulated for quite some time that both
aging and glaucoma are related to a loss of
this compound, but I could not explain this
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relationship.

Now, with use of the theory of late-acting
deleterious genes, I can better motivate my
postulate: the theory of deleterious genes
presupposes that the earlier a gene acts during
life, the more likely it is to cause deleterious
effects later in life (some of you may note that
this leads to a straight-forward relationship
between cancer and the cellular growth inhibi-
tion that occurs early in life).  Hyaluronic
acid, as it turns out, is extremely important in
the development of the embryo: because of its
highly negative charge, this molecules ex-
pands rapidly in solution, and is used during
development to form many of our tissues.

Since this compound is optimized to form
tissues early in life, the theory of late-acting
deleterious genes would predict that, later in
life,  there may be deleterious consequences of
the genes that produce this compound.  In fact,
there is a pronounced loss of hyaluronic acid
and similar compounds in the later years of
life, and this leads, among other consequenc-
es,  to the body becoming less hydrated with
age (this is the fundamental reason why older
people are smaller and have wrinkled skin).

My hypothesis extends from here to pre-
sume that this loss of water causes the body to
become more hydrophobic with age (since
loss of hyaluronic acid and similar compounds
decreases the potential for tissues to hold
water), and this causes many undesirable
consequences.  These may include arterioscle-
rosis (lipids may begin to accumulate in re-

gions of the arterial walls which become more
hydrophobic), glaucoma (the outflow pathway
in the eye may become clogged up with
“junk” because it has become hydrophobic
and thus “sticky”), and a generalized loss of
functionality due to lipid accumulation
throughout the body.

We have recently developed a novel meth-
od to measure the “hydrophobicity” in differ-
ent parts of the body with the aim of determin-
ing whether the body is indeed becoming
more “hydrophobic” with age;  we hope to
have the results within the year.

I expect to receive a few comments on the
second topic above as this one is prone to
generate “discussion”.  If so, I will try to
include these responses next time.

Mark


